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DEAR READER:

',

This is OnZook r ~ Nine.
A total of 289 of you are getting this newspaper
as paid subscr~bers.
Those who get this issue with our compliments are
invited to subscribe by sending $l0 American.
For that, you get two issues a month for a year--plus occassionaZ special reportB.
The second of
thoae, dealing with Legislation, wilt be distributed next week (in time
to commemorate a month's silence in the capitol's Memorial Hall).
You'll
find a subscription form on Page ZS.
Our offer of a free gift subscription to anyone the 300th paid subscriber chooses atilt stands.
Obviously,
you'll have to hurry if you want to take advantage of that once in a Lifetime offer, though.
We've had more time to reflect on The Onlooker since the Legislature Left
town.
We'll
be experimenting with some format ideas, beginning this
issue.
For one thing, we're moving this note to readers and the table of
contents to the front page of each issue.
Page two wiZZ carry an editorial
aol~mn, called Matters at Hand.
News stories will start on page three.
The
last page, in addition to your address and the postage stamp, will carry a
column called Noted and Passed Along.
In addition, we're trying a two column format on some of the inside pages
this week-~ just to see how it looks. Some of you have complained that
this type size is hard to read.
Perhaps narrowing the c~lumns will help
that.
Frankly, the price of this format is so attractive that'we're reluctant to go back to our old newsletter format. (Of course, if more of you
subscribe, a different format may become viable.
Thia is a business, after
a'ZZ.)
'' inside, you'll find:

Matters at Band, an editorial Column .....••.... page 2
The Colorado Low and the Farm Scene •........... page 3
The United Mine Workers' War for the W•at ...... page 7
Few Governors Show Up for Governors' Conference----ll

and a good deal more, including a piece about Stanley K. Hathaway, whom Gerald R. Ford wants to make Secretary of Interior, and William L. Guy, whom
western governors have made director of their Regional Energy Office.
Mike, the editor, and Suezette, the business manager
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MATIERS AT HAim--AH EDITORIAL COLUM1J
THE MATTER OF WILLIAM GUY AND THE MATTER OF STANLEY HATHAWAY
William L. Guy .••

~

...

I would not have chosen William L. Guy to
direct the Western Regional Energy Office.
His record in North Dakota is as a developer. The Business and Industrial Development Department--which is more enthusiastic
about development than any state agency
save, possibly, the Legislature--was born
in his administration.
So was Basin Electric Power Cooperative , which now eeks to
expand its operations in North Dakot a and
into Wyoming.
If Guy was not the procreator of Basin Electric , he wa a t least the
midwife at its birth. Basin wa s a g ood idea, and it has served rural consumers very
well, but like other rural electric coo eratives elsewhere, it has become growth oriented at a time when growth is near exhausting this planet.
Basin's expansion
plans and its agreement to team up with
Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line Company in a
gasification/electrification project must
rank the coop among the biggest seekers
of the coal age on the Northern Plains.
There is a lot to be said fo r coooer~tive
rather than corporate develooment of our
fuel resources, but in the end, cooper tive smoke smells just as bad as corporate
smoke and land strip mined cooperatively is
just as hard to reclaim. Coal burned cooperatively is no more renewable than coal
burned corporately. That is t : e central
issue.
Neither Basin nor the other cooperatives which came to North Dakota in the
heady days of 'economic diversification'
ha~e worked convincingly toward that goal.
Neither has former Governor Guy.
Now, the
ex-executive says, his appointment signals
the end of "development at any price." I
hope that's true. And I'm going to give
Bill Guy a chance. Like everyone else, he
has a right to change his mind.
Like every
public official, he has a responsibility to
act for the best intereGts of his people.
I believe that development of North rn

Plains coal and water for fuel isn't in the
best interest of thi region or the country.
I hope Guy's self-proclaimed "environmental consciousness" brings him to that
conclusion, as wello

Stanley K. Hathaway ..•
Stanley K. Hathaway's environmental consciousness has apparently not brought him
to that reali2ation and he should not be
confirmed as secretary of interior. Hathaway, like Guy, espoused quality growth
for his state as an ans~~r to the increasi ng out-mi gration of people. Hathaway
went too far.
He got growth, but he
didn't get quality. Wyoming's energy
cities: Rock Springs, Glenrock, Gillette,
and to a lesser extent Douglas, Sheridan
and Buffalo: have become legendary nationally as very unpleasant places to live.
As High Country~- a Wyoming b~sed environmental newspaper noted "During Hathaway's tenure in the governor's chair,
Wyoming was transformed from a state famous for its unsurpassed wildlife, wilderness and wide open spaces to a state notorious for its boom towns, social ills and
lax environmental standards that encouraged the siting of oolluting industries
within the state." In the early seventies
as North Plainsmen became aware that coal
men from the East were wooing their states
it was said of Montana . "She is a maiden
resisting a sui tori'' of North Dakota "She
is a maiden trying to decide:" and of Wyoming . "She is no maiden any more." Stan
Hathaway was Wyoming's governor then.
His confirmation as Interior Secretary
can only lead to more federal pressure
for development of the West's coal . which
is a short term and cruelly deceptive
growth. Surely, the nation can do better.
Certainly . ahe should.

'l'he Onlooker is an independent newspaper published at Mandan, North Dakot , by
Mike Jacobs.
Subscription rate, for two issues monthly and occassional special
reports, is $10
rioan per year. Help an individual enterprise by subscribing
today. Order copies for your friends, as well. Mail your subscription today
to The Onlooker, Box 351, Mandan, North Dakota, 58554.

The next Onlooker, Number 10, will appear April 28.
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COLuK;J;O ·Lows AND THE STATE OF AGRICULTURE IN NORTH DAKOTA
A series of Colorado lows have brought N0 rth Dakota an unusual . though not
unheard of, group of soring blizzards. The outh centr 1 nart of the state was hardest hit. Ashley , in McIntosh County near the South Dakota border had four separate
snowfalls totalling almost four feet be t ween Palm Sunday and April 13.
Bi marck received just under three feet of now i n t he storms.
Weathermen at the U.S. Denartmen t of Commerce Weather Bureau at Bismarck'
airport blame Pacific low pressure sy tern which seep across the Rocky Mount ins and
gain strength in southeastern Colorado for t he storms.
Usually , these low pressure
systems move eastward across Kansas and Missouri-- nd are responsible for much of the
mid-Mississippi Valley's s---ring mois ture . This year .
however.
an •.unusually long
lasting pressure trough extending southwestward :from t h e Dakotas sucked the low nressure northward. Moisture laden aid from t'1e Gulf of Mexi c o (which under normal circumstances might h ve been dampening St . Louis) provided t he precipitation w' ich has
totaled 5. 6 inches so far this year.
That's more t l-1 an a third of the average yearly
precipitation total at Bismarck.
The Colorado lows didn't sto~ a t burying Nort h Dakota.
The Easter Week storm,
which immobilized Mandan for four days-- and delayed Onlooker Eight--moved northeastward across Manitoba toward Hudson Bay .
In northern Quebec a region called Ungava,
the storm veered sout h •astward.
The New England states were blessed with up to three
feet of snow from that storm.
Another o f North Dakota's spring blizzards moved southeastward and buried Chicago.
The series of blizz rds has left rural gravel roads soft and impass ble in
many areas. Spring work, w· .ic: in normal years would haave been · underway by now,
has been delayed throug 1out the state.
More serious .

however , i

the damage to the state's livestock industry.

Clair Michels who is executive director
of the North Dakota Stockmen 1 s Association .
and Myron Just who is state agriculture
commissioner , said in separate estimates
that losses of spring calves may reach
100 000 '1ead.
That would make spring of
1975 the most devastating in the state's
history.
Many calves were lost in the initial storms
and thousands of others have contracted
pneumonia and other respiratory diseases,
as well as scour, an animal diarrb a and
a potential killer.

calf kept over the winter (and
ny were ,
in anticipation of h igher prices) will now
weigh . about 600 pounds and sell for 24 to
34 cents ner pound.
Calves sold directly
from t Le range last fall brought as little
as 22 to 27 cents per pound and ranchers
complained of losing $110 to $140 per head
on t' •e animals.
By haloing the calves
through the winter, the rancher has realized a few dollars more.
In addition, the fed cattle market, which
reflects the price of animals on their way
to slaugh ter , is running f irly strong, at
43 to 47 cents a pound. According to Michela , that's a good sign.
He aid, "There
are a lot of small plu ea."

Michel said he fears th t lingering respiratory di ea ea could claim cattle until
mid-June, which marks the end of the state's
One of thoee olu a, in fact, is the
acalving ea on.
ther .
ch ls
id it' too e rly t o t 11
if the
avy calf loase,
1ich
y amount
Te cool
t
ather--wl ich has not brok n
to seven per cent of this year's crop, have
• a the Onlooker went to press--may aggravate disease problems, as well.
"We could- I been large enough to reduce upply and thus
drive up t '1e price.
n't have a better gift right now than sunshine," Michels said.
But the moisture will bring green to
The cattleman's blues were c~eered somewhat
the state's oaatures at least. All
by a slow but noticeable rise in the marof North Dakota was critically dry as
ket price of his proauct , however. A 1974
spring came and some areas . especially

I
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in the south central part of the state,
1Nere in their fourth year of drought.

WHEAT/WHEAT/WHEAT
For w' eat farmers, who produce the state's
major era,, and bring over a billion dollars
to octr Dakota each fall the moisture was
also a mixed ble sing.
It will, of course .
increase yields--and thu sunply.
This
comes at a time wen w' eat growers are
nlanning substantial cuts in t ' eir acreage
in an effort to revive ra~idly falling commodity prices.
Hara red Snring wr.eat futures have tumbled to just over $3.30 ner bushel at Minneaoolis
Wheat sold now wil bring about
$4.50 .
Farmers blamed an anticipated bumner cron for the gloomy futures oicture .
So many recided to cut back production.
A grass roots and apparently spontaneous
movement to reduce this year's crop by
20 oer cent, in soite of Agriculture Secretary Earl Buty's repeated urging to plant
to capacity swept across t he grain states.
Nort ' Dakota•s Agriculture Commissioner
Myron Jut, who owns a grain and she~p operat'on in LaMoure County near Berlin,
joined the movement.
Just said .. he would
need a
bushel per acre crop on ,his
600 acres of wheat just to break even if
the orice fell to $3 oer bushel.
He said
his costs are $75 to $80 per acre.

,5

"Farmers cannot tolerate over-production
without a pricing mechanism w~ich will
insure an adequate orice II Just said in
a statement e reaa at a rally in Sioux
City. Iowa.
"Reducing the number of
acres we olant seems to be the only logical action we can take at this time.
Farmers !·ave known for a long time triat
a s,1ort crop is worth more than a long
cron . "
Just said he was troubled by cutting
back his food production when much of
the world is hungry, but he said, "My
position is most obviously justified
on the premise of self-preservation-we simply do not want to let ourselves
be bankrupted by low prices." That
would lead to a corporate takeover of
the agricultural pricing system which
"could set prices at a level that would
effectively deprive starving people of
necessary food."

Apparently many North Dakota farmers agree that production must be cut. The
U.S. Crop and Livestock Reporting Service's spring survey of planting intentions showed that farmers in this state
expect to plant 12 per cent less wheat
this year than last.
Spiralljng fuel prices and other costs,
including fertilizers and pesticides an
taxes--which the USDA demonstrated took
more of a farmer's dollars nationwide
than any other single item--are likely
to discourage all out production, as
well.
So will the weather, which will delay
springs work by as much as a month.
Producers of other small grains in the
state, including barley, flax and oats
growers, are also seeing markets for
their commodities drop.
The sunflower
market is down.
So is the price of potatoes and of sugar beets.
Consequently, most of the states growers, except
for a handful of winter wheat producers
and rye growers who made their decis1 ions last fall, are likely
spending
the long, wet spring .examining their
options for 1975.
In general for North Dakota agriculture,
according to Just, production and profit "certainly look like less than the
last two years."

FORD TAGS WYOMJNG"S HATHAWAY
FOR TOP JOB AT INTEIOR DEPT.
Wyoming's former governor, Stanley Hathaway,
has been nominated to be secretary of interior in the Ford cabinet. Hearings on the
nomination are to begin Anril 21 before the
Senate Interior Committee.
The homination, rumored since late March and
announced officially April 5, ha stirred ol
contr<XYersy about Hatha y.
small town 1 w
yer who serv d as Wyoming governor from 1966
,through 1974.
,Eight national environmental groups--Friends
of the Earth. the Sierra Club, the Federation
of Western Outdoor Clubs, the Environmental
Policy Center the w· 1c1ernea• Society, ,Envi\ ronmental Action, the Fund for Animals, the
Animal Protection Institute--asked Ford to
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dro~ the nomination. A Denver based group,
severance tax on minerals and espousing
c lling itself Citizens for a Good Secretary
economic growth. The state need jobs,
of Interior, has circulated petitions through- Hatha y said.
out the Rocky Mountain/Northern Plains region As an industrial boom engulfed Wyoming-oonosing the nomination.
bringing a doubling of the population in
Rock Snring and Sweetwater County in jut
Forty four members of Montana's House of Reotwo years--Hathaway began to discuss 'qualresentatives signed a letter criticizing the
ity
growth.' He endorse the state' first
apoointment . Colorado's Gov. Richard Lamm
strip
mine reclamation law , a law regulatsaid Hathaway shouldn't have the job. North
ing
sulphur
emissions from power nl nts
Dakota's Gov. Arthru A. Link said he had misand
a
land
use
~lanning law. In 1971 . he
givings about Hathaway.
reversed his earlier position and endorsed
a three ~er cent severance tax on minerals ,
The New York Times called the anticipated apas -well.
nointment "like appointing w.c. Fields to run
day care center or TyPhoid Mary to 1;>e surgeon generaL The Washington Post said , 11 Mr.
THE GOVERNOR SOUGHT INDUSTRY
Hathaway's record during his eight years as
governor of Wyoming does not make him an obvious or reassuring choice as the chief stew- Hathaway recruited industry to come to
ard of the country's natural resources. The
Wyoming. He told the Wyoming Beer DealWall Street Journal said the appointment was
ers in 1971 11 Man cannot live by pure air
and
ter alone, 11
made to appease the conservative wing of the
national Republican Party.
The governor took strong stands opposing
wilderness deign tion for parts of the
HATHAWAY HAS SUPPORT
..
tate and espou ed a jet airport in Grand
But Hathaway is not without supporters. Hith
Teton National Park. Heh s supported reCountry News an environmental bi-weekly pu newed poisoning of predators on federally
Iished atLander , Wyo • . obsered "an air of
owned land. During the late sixties,
celebration" throughout Hathaway's home state. when golden eagle killings in Wyoming became
national scand 1, Hathaway urged
The Casner Star Tribune, Wyoming's only
the Interior Department to issue predation
statewide daily newspaper . called Hathapermits to allow the killing to continue.
way 11 the man for the job 11 and rejoiced
Then Secretary of Interior Walter Hickel
11
that Ford has chosen a westerner." Wyrefused and Hathaway appealed to the
oming's Gov . Ed Herschler, a Democrat.
Nixon White House . according to the
told the Billings Garette. 11 The environLos Angeles Times.
mentalists have been unfair to Hathaway.
~e is a good man and I hope he gets the
But it is coal development which has
'job. II
brought Hathaway the most criticism.
Wyoming noliticians including some who
have campaigned against Hathaway : have
North D kota Gov. 1.~thur A. Link said
made public nnouncement supporting
he believes Hathaway's appointment may
him for the interior post.
bring more raoid d velopment of the region's coal. The governor who oppos
The man who ha generat d thi contro.
too swift d vel0pment, aid h hasn't
(versy is a Nebrask nativ who moved as
decided wh th r to testify at th HathI
child to Wyoming' Goshen County with
a y confirmation hearing.
homesteading relative. H
tudied law
at the University of Nebraska ands rved
Thoe hearings could be long and dramas a pro cutor in hi home county. He
atic. Sen. Henry Jackson a washington
aligned himself with the conservative
Democrat with White Hou
fever : ch irs
faction of Wyoming's Repbulican Party and
the Senate Interior Committee. He badentered politics. In 1966, after service
ly needs the support of environmentalin the state legislature he was elected
ists and he may use the con:anittee heargovernor on a platform opposing a state
ings as a platform,

a
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r:ESTE- .! GOV RU ORS f'AME GUY TO HEAD REGIONAL ENERGY OFF I CE
The office Guy will direct was formed
at the suggestion of Colorado's Lamm
and will serve Nevada, Arizona, New
Mexico Color do, Utah, Wyoming, Nebraska. South Dakota, Montana and North
Dakota. The office, designed to safeguard state interests in fuel development and to act as a coordinating force
between the states, will operate with
funds from the Old West and Four Corners Regional Commissions. Both are
joint federal-state olanning groups.
They are entirely funded by the federal government.

William L. Guy the former North Dakota
governor has been named director of the
Western Regional Energy Office, a cooperative venture of 10 western fuel producing states. Guy's selection was made
at
meeting of governor's in Billings,
Mont,, Aoril 1.
The Guy appointment was greated enthusiasticly by North Dakotans at the meeting,
but Colorado Gov. Richard Lamm groused,
"We need a technician, not a politician."
Lamm suoported John VanderWalker. a scientist who directs the Northern Great
Plains Resources program a ~tudy of fuel
development potentials on the .brthern
Plains.
Montana's Gov. Thomas Judge said after
the vote that he had initially opposed
the Guy nomination. He is believed to
have voted for Assistant Interior Secretary Jack Horton an tive of Wyoming and
a rancher, Representatives of seven other
governors all voted for Guy on the first
ballot and Lamm' s representat; ve and ,T
Judge changed their votes to 1.. ake th
econd b llot unanimouso

ENVIRONMENTAL CRITICISM
Guy's aooointment also drew .criticism
from environmentalists. Laney Hicks of
DuBois . Wyo., who represents the Sierra
Club in the five state Northern Plains
area, said she was angered that the governors had chosen a political friend rather
than someone experienced in energy management.
She and Ed Dobson , who is Northern
Plains reoresentative of Friends of the
~~rth also questioned Guy's close ties
r,nth rural electric cooperatives which
seek to use Northern Plains co 1 for electric power generation.
For his part, Guy said his appointment
ignals 11 an end to development at any pr
price," but he refused to outline any sp
specific policie for the region 1 energy
office. "I'm not going to be m king policy," Guy told a Billings news conference
after his appointment was announced. 11 I
will be helping the governors develop policy. •• He added, •twha t I have advocated in
the past and what the governors decide are
two different things."

Some observers including at least one
governor--J\.ldge of Montana--have expressed fears that an activist regional effort
by the states might naanger the federal funds and thus the project's life but
Link said 11 ! hope these fears are misplaced."
Link said he sees nothing inconsistent
about the federal government funding a re,
gional effort by states--even if the regional office resists federal p~essure
to develop coal in the West. "This office is a response to a national need for
energy , 11 the governor aid. 11 We I ve gotten together to protect our interest. 11
Link also argued that the myriad federal
agencies don't always agree--but they
are continuously funded.
Link conceded, however, 11 Nothing is sure.
Nothing is guaranteed. 11 Judge, who appeared more pessimistic about the office
than Link, said he is sure it has at least
a year of operating time before any federal action could be taken against it.

l

Guy said he hopes to move to Denver, wherE
the Regional Energy Office will be headquartered, very soon. A Onlooker Nin
went to pres, the former governor was
meeting with N w Mexico's Gov. Jerry Apodaca , who chair the regional office.

Apodaca said the office will have a budget of about $350,000 and a staff of about 15 persons, but he wouldn't say how
much money Guy will be paid. Speculation
lat the governors' conference in Billings
nlaced the salary in the 30 to 35,000
,dollar range, however.
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UMW' S 'AR FOR THE WEST COMES TO 1~0RTH DAKOTA
STATE COAL MINER'S STRIKE IS

UNUSUALLY BITTER

ZAP--Coal miners in North Dakota are in the middle of one of the longest and bitterest strikes in recentstate history. The issues are profound and far reaching.
The United Mine Workers of America and North American Coal Corporation, which is
now the protagonist in the strike, do not disagree on material issues. Neither salary nor fringe benefits nor working hours are at •he: heart of this conflict. Instead,
the mine workers union is fighting for its life in the West. The coal operaters-NACCO and Consolidation in North Dakota, Pittsburgh and Midway, Amax and Peter Kiewatt
and Sons elsewhere on the Northern Plains--hope to stop the UMWA's expansion early.
that, they believe, will result in cheaper coal and thus in greater production and
profit in the West.
The issues in the strike, which now affects mines in the six western states of UMW's
District ' lS, are three, according to a North
Dakota union spokesman. The UMWA insists that
companies agree that if a mine is sold , the Mine
Workers continue as ba ·gain agent for l abor
with the buyer. The UMWA insists that any new
mines opened by companies with union contracts
be union mines. And the UMWA insists that the
companies continue to pay into the union's welfare and retirment fund.
"This is the only contract the membership
will accept in North Dakota," UMWA state representative Alvin Aafeth of Washburn said. He
stressed that North Dakota miners had met and
voted to insist on these conditions and that
the terms were not imposed by the union's district office, which is in Denver, or the national headquarters, which is in Washington, D.C.
For the United Mine Workers, these are survival issues. Aafeth explained.
"If we let
a bunch of scab mines come in here, before
long there won't be any UMW in the West. If we
let these contracts go by now, there won't be
a chance."
Seizing this opportunity is critical, the
union believes. That is especially true in
North Dakota, where NACCO plans major expansion to supply Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line Company s gasification plant in Mercer County and
United Power/Coop rative Power Association's
Coal Creek Electric Generating Station at Underwood. The two facilities will require over
16 million tons of coal per year by the early
1980s--if they are built. NACCO's Indianhead
Mine prodaoed just over one million tons of
coal in 1974. The mine, located at Z•p is
North American's only facility in this state.

Consolidation Coal Company,which
is owned by Continental Oil Company
has about 600,000 acres of coal
land under lease, according to a
company geologist. Consol is reported to have plans major--but
still uncn.sciosed--plans for the
coal.
Currently, Consol's two
North Dakota mines, at Velva and
Stanton, produce about 1.8 million
tons of coal per year for use at
rural electric generating plants.
The UMWA strike against North
American has been particularly
bitter. The company has filed
charges against the union with the
National Labor Relations Board.
Company Vice President Robert Mur•
ray, who moved to North Dakota from .
Cleveland, Ohio, last fall, accuses
the union of not bargaining in good
faith.
NACCO has about 30 supervisory
personnel stockpiling coal at the
mine site six miles southeast of
Zap, but striking mine workers
have stopped trains approaching
the mine to load coal. Friday and
again Saturday and again Monday,
miners and their families stood and
lay on the railroad tracks in front
of the trains.
Company officials arrived on the
scene in North Dakota Highway Patr
rol oars to confront · e miners-~ - the strikers he!d thei~
ground.
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Aonday the company responded with
an injunction, but miner's argued they
1adn't trespassed on company property.
North.American doesn't own the railroad.
l'everthe less, said NACCO officials, the
pickets were interfering with entry and
exit at tne mine. Mercer County officials sided with tha :ompany. Tuesday,
97 strikers and their wives were arrested.
hearing on the affair is set for
Friday morning in the Mandan Court of
uistrict Judge Norbert Muggli.
Ti1ese tactics are not designed to
win money for tne miner..
Already,
they've won a contract which guarantees
w~ges ranging from $6.41 per hour for
laborers to $7.86 per hour for operaters
and master electricians. These figures
are based on a seven and a quarter hour
working day.
The company may choose to
o~erate on an eight hour day, as well.
The seven and a quarter hour contract
means that a drag line o~erater or coal
loader would earn $57 per day.
I11 addition , tne car.tract has a cost
of living escalator that could bring ~n
operater's wages to $62 per day at ti1e
end of the contract's three year life.
This is tne so-called Peabody Contract,
which the l.JMWA has signed with Peabody Coal
Com~any, a subsidiary of Kennecott Copper
Company, Kemmerer Coal Company and Usibelli Coal Mine and Energy Fuels, a
uivision of tne Penn Central Petroleum
Corporation.
These companies and the
union signed in late February, when the
stike, which began Jan. 12, was six
weeks old.
How much longer the strike against the
companies which did not sign the February
agreement may last is an unanswerable
.
question--but the bitterness of the strike
at this point does not indicate an early
settlement.
Horth American's charges at the NLRB
went to the regional office in Minneapolis
anu will be investigated.
, THI::. utiWA' S WAR FOR THE WEST

The strike in the West was delayed for
two months after the national contract ex-

pired because both the union and coal
operaters wanted to negotiate an entirely new contract for the western
coal fields.
Ninety per cent of the
UMWA membership in the East work in
deep mines.
Their problems and worki
conditions differ dramaticly from the
situation in the West's stripping pit

In addition, the UMWA needs to win
the West--partly at least--to make mo:
money for its welfare and retirement
fund, which now takes 80 cents of eve:
ton of bituminous and anthracite coal
mined in the East.
Arnold Miller, a West Virginia who
replaced Tony Boyle as president of tl
200,000 member union, promised during
his 1~72 election campaign to raise
benefits paid from the union's fund.
At that time, each retired miner--and
80,000 of them are still voting members of the union--got a maximum pension of $150 per month.
In contrast,
the United Auto Workers paid their retired members $450 per month and retired members of the Steelworkers Union got $300 per month.
Miller found that raising the pension would be difficult--largely because Boyle's administration had mis•
managed the union's money.
In the lat
1960s, for example, as much as $87 mil
lion in union funds were deposited in
non-interest bearing accounts in the
National Bank of Washington, which the
UMWA owns.

In 1972, the fund realized $198.1
million from coal royalties and investments, but paid out $225.3 million
in benefits. The union's $80 million
reserve retirement fund was quickly
exhausted.
Obviously, the union had
to. raise more money.
and

This created a dilernna for Miller
the mine workers. Miller, who

left a West Virginia deep mine suffering from black lung, a disease caused
by inhaling coal dust, has favored the
abolition of strip mining, but the
strippers, while less than 10 per cent
of the union's total membership, contribute about 40 per cent of the union's retirement fund.
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Because stripping requries less labor
t1an deep mining, retired strippers are
less of a drain on the union's fund.
The
UMW leadership had appeared to soft-peddle the strip mining issue and to attempt
to organize the West, thus boosting the
retirement fund.
However, that course
seemed likely to cost jobs in the East's
deep mines.
In turn, that would create
a new drain on the retirement fund :
Some evidence now indicates that the
UMWA has reached a compromise position.
By holding to a tough bargaining pos i ~
tion in the West and supporting strict
federal regulation of strip mining, the
union hopes to limit the expansion of
stripping in the West. This would aid
the Eastern deep mine industry .
Tne union has offered a compromise
on the retirementroyalties taken from
western coal operater: .
Instead of
aemanding a rate per ~on, the union is
willing to settle for a rate per man
hour.
This will yield less money for
the union, but it will make the retirement fund easier for the coal operaters
to accpet. At the same time, by demanding that new mines be UMWA mines, the
union will keep up pressure for its welfare and safety programs, which members
insist are the best in the industry. By
organizing western mines belonging to copanies which also operate in the East (
(both NACCO and Consolidation are in -this
categoy) the union will have some clout
for improved conditions in eastern mines,
as well. A lessening dependence on
western coal for money for the retirement fund will lessea~the UMWA's need to
accept strip mining, as well.
But another pressure group has exerted
itself within the union. About 1,000
mountain strippers from Kentucky, Tennessee and the Virginias showed up in Washington to oppose the tough new strip mine
regulations being considered by Congress.
That's a position contrary to Miller, who
has supported the mining bill.

In North Dakota, the International
Brotherhood of Electric Workers (!BEW} re1
resents miners at Minnkota Power Cooperative's Milton R. Young STation at Cente1
The !BEW has what is called a "wall to
wall" contract with Minnkota. The union
bargains for all of Minnkota's employes,
from miners to line men and clerks.
The Progressive Mine Workers, a group
which broke with the UMWA in the 1920s,
represents miners in Knife River Coal
Company's mines in the state. The Progressives are considered a "company union'
by the UMW. Progressives do not strike
because, as their local president at Beulah explained, "We work for public utilities."

f,n election in the North Dakota Knife
River mines resulted in a majority of
miners favoring the UMWA as bargaining
agent, but the National Labor Relations
Board invalidated the election because it
did not include miners at Knife River's
Montana mine at Savage.
In Montana and Wyoming, the UMWA has
faced opposition from the International
Union of Operating Engineers. UMWA lost
an election in Hanna Coal Company's Wyoming mines.
In Amax Coal Company's Belle
Aire Mine, the UMWA won an election two
years ago, but has faced steady erosion of
its membership by the IUOE. The Amax
mine at Gillette is operating despite the
UMWA strike order and Wyoming newspapers
report that strikers have retunned to
work rather than honor the UMW picket line
The UMW fought hard for the Belle
Aire Mine. The union took full page ads
in the Casper Star Tribune to explain
the strike. Arnold Miller made his first
trip to Wyoming to encourage the miners.
The Operating Engineers Union is a
particularly formidable threat to the UMW
because many of the equipment operaters
who manipulate the draglines have previously worked for construction companies
which bargain with the IUOE.

COMP ET I Tl ON
The UMWA will face opposition from some
other organized labor groups as it pusues
its war for the West.

A fourth union which could compete with
the UMWA in North Dakota is the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers, ·who are likely tc
be bargaining agent for labor at gasifi-
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cation plants.
The OCAW may attempt to
get "wall to wall" contracts like the
IBEW's with Minnkota.
The Operating Bngineers, the IBEW
and the Oil Chemical and Atomic Workers
Unions are all members of the AFL-CIO.
The UMWA is not, although Miller has
brought the group closer to the AFL
than his predecessor. A ahowdown between
the UMW and any of the AFL<..unions could
involve the AFL, as well.

Lewis helped to found the American
Federation of Labor, but in the 1930s,
he became dissatisfied with its
reluctance to admit the emerging industrial unions to full membership, sc
he lead the Mine Workers out of the
AFL and formed the Congress of Industrial Organizations. He quit that
group in frustration at its lack of
militance.
During World War II, Lewis lead a
UMWA strike despite President Frank-

A LONG AND VIOLENT HISTORY
Some destruction of property was reported in mines in Wyoming during the
UMWA strike there, but the union's drive
to organize the West has not been accompanied by the bloodshed associated with
the UMW's first organizing thrust in
Appalachia in the 1920s.
Saul Alinsky describes several minor
wars between miners and company repres~
entatives, often including law enforce. ment personnel and hired st~ike breakers,
in his unauthorized but admiring biography
of John L. Lewis.* Lewis was the union's
president for four decades, from 19?0
through 1960. Perhaps the best known of
the miner's wars took place in Ludlow,
Colo., Herrin, Ill., and Mingo County,
West Virginia. That battle is described
in American Heritage Magazine for August,
1974. The author, the son of a UMW organizer, described the union's progress
in Appalachia as "a slow and bloody osmosis."
Violence was reported at the UMWA's
Brookside strike in Harlan County, Kentucky in 1974. Early in 1975, Big
Horn County law enforcement officials
called the Billings riot police to help
laborers get past UMWA picket lines at
the Decer Coal Company Mine in Montana.
The United Mine Workers of America is
one of the nation's oldest unions.
Several
smaller mine workers groups merged to form
the UMWA in 1890. For a generation, the
union was a small and largely ineffective
organization but in 1920, John L. Lewis
became the group's president. Alinsky
describes Lewis as a brilliant bully who
made the UMWA "the vanguard of American
Labor."

lin Roosevelt's repeated calls for a
settlement. The war effort demanded
coal, FDR said.
But for Lewis, the
union and the decent lives it sought
for its members, came first.
Lewis
earned the lasting enmity of the
Roosevelt administration, however.
In the early fifties, Lewis decided to accept the mechanization of
the coal industry. Membership in his
union plummeted from half a million
to just over 200,000. Tn~l960, he
retired to be replaced by Tony Boyle,
a native Montanan, who brought the
Mine Workers disgrace and scandal.
Boyle's administration was responsible for mishanling of money which
brought the Mine Workers' retirement
fund near bankruptcy. Boyle's administration--its critics say--was responsible for allowing Appalachian law·
yers to get rich off black lung benefits while the miners got little.
Boyle's administration, according to
the U.S. courts, was responsible for
the death of Jock Yablonski, who
ran against Boyle for the presidency
of the union in 1969. The union
still struggles with the that stain
on it's long and violent history.
It is this history which the
UMWA brings to its struggle in the
West which has suddenly focused
on a group of miners at Zap in North
Dakota.

Thia article is based on extensive reading and conversations with UMWA spokesmen
and industry representatives
in several states.
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F wGOVER~ORS SHOW UP FOR WESTERN GOVERNORS COf FEREfJCE
BILLINGS, MONT.--Governors of 16 western states held a conference on agriculture and energy the first week in April.
over 600 people showed up, but only
seven of them were governors. North Dakota's Arthur A. Link stayed less than
24 hours.
Wyoming's Ed Herschler left after 30 hours.
South Dakota's Richard
Kneip after twm · days. Only Montana Gov. Thomas Judge, who hosted the affair,
was around for the full three day program, and even he skipped the tour of strip
mines and electric generating plants at Colstrip, 100 miles east of Billings.
The governors need not be embarrassed, however. The U.S. House Agriculture
Committee held hearings on farm problems after the governors' program was completed. No congressemn appeared. Of course, the day of the hearing, April 3,
did fall during the Congress's Easter recess.
The 600 people who did attend--and the 100 who stayed for the cormnittee
hearings, heard speeches and took part in workshops seeking solutions to agriculture's problems.
Some high points of the conference:

THE NORTH DAKOT~ POSITION STATEMENT
*The North Dakota delegation adopted a position paper espousing a coal
development level outlined in the Northern Great Plains Resources Program draft
report. The level, Coal Development Profile (CDP) II, forsees construction of
seven coal gasification plants by 1985 and 16 coal gasification plants by 2000.
By 2000, now only a quarter century away, electrical generating plants would he
producing 12,800 additional megawatts of electricity in three Northern Plains J
states.
The NGPRP sutdy predicts mining of 19 million tons of coal in North Dakota
in 19-0, 44 million tons in 1985 and 119 tons in 2000. The state's 1974 production was just over seven million tons.
The level was the second proposed by the delegation.
Earlier, the 3 , member group had accepted a resolution calling for a development level five times
current mining by 2000. That would have meant mining about 35 ,o 40 million tons
of coal 25 years from now. The higher level was pushed by representatives of
the state's two universities, specially Dr. Ken Gilles, who is vice president
for agriculture at North Dakot State University and Dr. Allen Fletcher who is
dean of the engineering school at North Dakota State University.
Other points of the North Dakota position paper, which was the only
paper presented at the conference included:

state

--a call for accelerated research on coal development impacts on agriculture's productivity "so as to insure that any future energy development will not lessen" production.
--a call for complete reclamation of strip mined lands, "including the
full restoration of biological productivity."

I

I

--a call for a "genuine and immediate effort" to research the advisability of accelrated
development of western coal fields rather than use
of. low sulphur eastern coals.
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GOVERNOR LINK'S STATEMENT
In a statement at Congressional hearings on energy and agriculture, Gov.
Arthur A. Link of North Dakota also focused on the availability of eastern
low sulphur coal and the advisability of using it. Said Link:
"Many North Dakotans question the administration's "go West for coal"
policy. This policy could be dangerous to the national economy and political
structure as it will upset econ6mic flow and administration of government.••
Link said several factors "cause some to question" the administration's approach.
He listed:
----89.2 per cent of all coal in now produced in the East, where the demand
is.
----The

cost of transporting coal to the East and the inefficiency of
transporting converted coal to eastern markets is going to mean
that consumers will have to pay a higher price for their energy.

----Environmental degradation will be less in eastern deep mining than in
strip mining the WEst. With improved European mining methods,
90 per cent recovery can be obtained, along with a great decrease
in safety and occupational illness problems, as well as subsidence
(the collapse of mined areas after the workings are abandoned).
----Expanded development of the nation's Midwestern or eastern coal reserves
rather than the western ones would stimulate capital spending, payrolls and tax revenues in the densely populated East, where the
industry already exists and needs bolstering. Western coal development would cause economic dislocation, without actually adding to
energy produ ~tion.
It would divert public and private capital in
order to develop the water, transportation and housing needed to
accomodate new people.
----Project technology is expected to be available which will solve the
sulphur oxide emission problem from coal burning by 1980. That
would free even high sulphur eastern coals.
----The present energy policy at the federal level is based on models which
take us only to 1985. There is no long-rang plan.
----The loss of agricultural land for western energy shift is going to be
sorely felt by the U.S. particularly after 1985 when food is going
to be an even more valuable export than it is now.
----If stripping must occur, there is now support for development of Midwestern coal fields over western fields because of the minimized
reclamation problems (less soil toxicity and higher rainfall than
in the Northern Great Plains) and the proximity to the energy market. The denser Midwest population is a labor market already in
need of job opportunities.
The Billings Gazette called Link's statment the strongest offered by any
governor at the conference.
Although the greater share of the governor's statement at the hearings
dealt directly with agriculture, his remarks in that area received little attention.
The governor called for "assurance of minimum prices on the products
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farmers sell at a level substantially higher than current loan and target rates."
Link also endorsed a "pooled, regional marketing system." The five states of
the Northern Great Plains "could control the majority of spring wheat, a great
share of the beef and substantial portions of about a dozen other agricultural
products."
The governor criticized the export of raw agricultural products to meet
the foreign balance of payments deficit as "exporting our natural soil fertility and probably selling it too cheaply." Said Link,
"We should be processing
these agricultural products to their most finished state before exporting them.
Then a greater part of the export value would be attributable to labor. This
would, of course, provide employment and generate additional economic activity
in the region."
Link pointed out that "it may be true that we have made the agricultural
system efficient by transfusing massive quantities of energy from the fossil
fuel system which is a non-renewable energy system or supply." This trend, he
said, "has wrought the decline or death of many rural communities and has caused
a population migration to already crowded urban areas." Link said "It's time
we begin to look at these systems, where they are going and where they ought
to be going, to do sound long-range planning."
Other Non.i1 Dakotans who testified at the Billings' hearings were Ardell
Liudahl, who presented the North Dakota dlegation's position paper and written
papers from about 20 individuals; and Bea Peterson, Democratic National Committeewoman and farm wife. Richard (Ike) Ellison read Link's paper into the
hearing record.

THE FEDS ARE AFTER THE WATER
The federal government is attempting to encroach on states' water rights in
three areas, according to Vernon Fahy, who is chief engineer of the North Dakota
Water Commission. Fahy told a meeting of the Natural REsources Council that the
threat is now "extremely serious."
According to Fahy, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has announced its intentions to control access to, withdrawal from, air space and above and ground under
the nation's navigable bodies of water. In North Dakota, these bodies include
Devils Lake and the Little Missouri and Heart Rivers and may include the Cannonball and Knife Rivers and Cedar and White Earth Creeks. All are Missouri River
tributaries. Each of these rivers has. periodic dry spells and most are intermittent streams. However, several industrial companies have indicated interest
in damming the streams existing flow for fuel development.
Fahy, who is gaining a
water law, said he believes
waters existing within the
zero," he said of the Corps
Act of Congress.

regional reputation as a hard line state's righter in
the state of North Dakota has rights to control all
state.
"We're going to resist this effort from ground
navigablility claims, which are based on an 1897

According to Fahy, the Corps claims of navigability of North Dakota waters is
an even greater threat than legislation pending which would require quantification
of federal reserve water rights.
This is the so-called Kuchel bill, drafted by
Assistant W~S. Attorney General Walter Kuchel. The bill directs each federal a-
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gency with reseryed water rights to determine how much water they control.
These
claims will be filed and will become final if they're not challenged within three
years.
Among federal agencies with reserved water rights are the Corps of Engineers,
the Bureau of Reclamation, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service.
A third threat to states' rights in water comes from an agreement between the
Corps and the Bureau of Reclamation.
In that memorandum of understanding, the
Corps agrees to manage water for the Bureau and together the two federal agencies agree to quantify what water has been appropriated for irrigation projects.
Remaining water would be allocated for industrial uses.
In a related development, Sen. James Abourezk of South Dakota announced
that the Department of Interior will hold hearings on its Industrial Water Marketing Program in early June.
Abourezk's office said the Department had agreed
to hold hearings in Washi~Jbon, D.C., and in the Northern Plains. Neither place
nor time for the hearings has as yet been set, however.

BLM BEGINS RESOURCE MONITORING PROGRAM
Representatives of the Montana/North Dakota office of the Bureau of Land
Management met with the Natural Resources Council April 19 to outline their program of resource monitoring and ~ ~planning which will be conducted in the state
under terms of an agreement between BLM and Gov. ARthur A. Link.
The Bureau will take infrared photographs of the state's southwestern 13
counties, where the bulk of federally owned land in the state is located.
An
extensive 'ground truth' e ffort to check the veracity of the BLM's interpretation
of the photos will be conducted with the cooperation of a number of state agencies.
The Bureau's interpretation program may also aid the state historical society to
locate archaeological sites.
The society's superintendent, Jim Sperry said North
Dakota is "far behind'' in its inventory of cultural sites.
The aerial photos, taken from a Leer jet travelling 500 miles per hour at 40,000 feet, will be available
next year.

NOBODY'·s PERFECT,,, SO HERE ARE SOME MORE CORRECTIONS;
From John VanderWalker of Denver, Colo.: Wyoming gets the greater share of
the Big Horn River under the Yellowstone River Compact. Onlooker Six
mistakenly gave the greater share to Montana.
From Larry Remele of Bismarck: Jim Sperry is superintendent, not director,
of the State Historical Society of North Dakota.
Dan Rylance is curator, not chief archivist, of the Libby Manuscript Collection at the
University of North Dakota.
These misnamings occurred in Onlooker Six.
From Steve Byrnes of Bismarck: Selling price of stock issued by American
Natural Gas Company was above $36 per share and netted the company over
$72 million, rather than the $48,750,000 reported in Onlooker Seven.
The original figures came from a telephone conversa~ion with Byrnes,
who is North Dakota representative of Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line
Company, a subsidiary of American Natural.
The mistake must be the
result of a bad telephone connection.
And, Ike Ellison of Bismarck · complains that I misrepresented myself in
Onlooker Eight by claiming to have shoveled my driveway. It seems
Ike had to struggle through three feet of snow to · gee~to our door.
Check again, Ike.
I didn't say anything about shoveling sidewalks.
Finally, I found an unfortunate typographical error in Onlooker Six. Nebraska's Niobrara River is identified on the centerfold map as the Niobrary.
That is a corruption of a lovely name given a lovely river.
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THE ONLOOKER AND THE MEDIA:
The Onlooker has been getting press in three states. The Billings Gazette,
Montana's largest daily newspaper, carried an article about Onlooker Six's feature on diversion of water from the Missouri River. That piece was called "Ring
Around the Rosey." The Gazette's article was reprinted in South Dakota's largest
daily newspaper, the Argus Leader, and helped prompt an upcoming series on water
developments on a Sioux Falls television station, KELO.
High Country News, an environmental bi-weekly published at Lander, Wyoming,
and circulated throughout the Great Plains and Rocky Mountain West, called The
Onlooker "essential for North Dakota residents and of interest to others in the
region who are interested in comparative legislation," in its April 11 issue.
Said the News, "Readers find that The Onlooker is chock full of news and analysis
of legislative action during the session."
A

COMPLIMENT REPAVED :

The High Country News is an indispensable source of information about
goings on throughout our region. Although its orientation is westward, concentrating especially on Wyoming and Colorado, the News covers resource related
news in a dozen • tates.
Its tone is strident and its bias obvious, but its information is valuable and solid. North Dakotans interested in a broad overview
of environmental issues on the Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains couldn't do
better than to read the News, which costs $10 per year and is available from
High Country News, Box K, Lander, Wyoming, 82520.

SUBSCRIPTIONS:
The Onlooker's subscription list now totals 289. That means you'll have to
hurry to win the free one year gift subscription that goes with the 300th payment we receive.
Three hundred is a magic number for us because it guarantees
self-sufficiency for one year. The money from our 301st subscription will be
used for a small (very small at today's prices) celebration. Subscription number
302 will be used to improve this newspaper. You ought to subscribe--and urge
your friends to subscribe. The price is $10 American--and you get a newspaper
unlike any other in this state.

_...

IN MEMOR 1AM". , ,

I,

Onlooker subscriber Auggie Jacobs died March 24. He operated a motel and
a blacksmith shop at Parshall. He was my father's younger brother. He took
me fishing when I was a kid. Auggie was 70.
Mike and Suezette:
You win.
a free one ye
ment is not
kind in No
supportin

If my payment is number 300, I get
anyone I choose absolutely free. If •. my pay--·-~--- · sues a month of the only newspaper of its
I promise to take some satisfaction for

Name

Please include your zip code.

The U.S. Post Office likes that.

NOTED AND PASSED ALONG, ,,Gov. Arthur A. Link allowed a 50 cent per ton flat rate
severance tax on coal to become law without his signature. Link did veto one section of the bill which would have established a legislative conunittee to review actions of a gubernatorial coal impact office.
Link called that "an expansion of
government." The governor also did not sign the coal conversion privilege tax bill
or the reapportionment bill, which he said was "gerrymandered." As expected, Link
vetoed a bill which would have required registration of voters, so North Dakota remains the only state in the union which does not require some kind of pre-election
registration •.. The Onlooker will provide complete Peview of natural resources legislation in an Onlooker Special report to be distributed next week.
will commemorate the end of the session just a month ago . .. Murray G.

The issue

Sagsveen,
Link's legislative assistant, has been named assistant attorney general assigned to
the water commission.
The position has been vacant since fall when Cliff Jochim
left the job to enter private practice. Jochim represented People's Gas Company as
a lobbyist during the 1975 legislative assembly ... The Montana legislature is considering a 30 per cent of value tax on severance of coal. A conference committee
has recommended that level of taxation and the assembly is expected to approve it
late this week ... The New York Times has reported that Great Britain has announced
plans to tax North Sea oil at 45 per cent of its value .•. ~he Alberta government
is involved in a wrangle with Canada's federal government about the selling price
of oil to eastern Canadian markets.
Ottawa wants the price low to keep the oil for
domestic use. Alberta would just as soon sell the oil at a higher price on the export market.
Canada is one of a handful of industrialized nation's which is selfsufficient in fuel, but the country's distribution system doesn't allow Alberta oil
to reach eastern Canadian markets easily.
Instead, Alberta crude and natural gas
is siphoned into U.S. markets ... North Dakota's Attorney General Allen I. Olson said
he hopes the state will be able to join Congressman Mark Andrews as a party to an
Federal Power Commission hearing on an arctic gas pipeline which would cross the
state. Andrews and John Melcher, who represents eastern Montana in Congress, have
been accepted as parties in the hearing.
The point of all this:
To guarantee the
two states a share of the gas flowing through the pipeline ... Montana's Northern
Cheyenne Indian Tribe has claimed the entire flow in the Tongue River.
The case,
in federal district court in Billings, may be a precurser to other Indian water
claims pending against virtually every natural water way on the Northern Plains .••
The Environmental Sciences Division of the Montana Department of Helath says 1 it can't
certify that the operation of two 700 megawatt generating units at Colstrip'in1south
eastern Montana won't violate air quality standards. A department attorney'to1d
the Billings Gazette, "The fact that we cannot certify that i't will no
8 .
state and federal air-quality standards may bring the application pr ess PA~~~onstruction to a standstill." .•• In North
akota, United Power •Associ
an~· ~
ooperative Power Association have begun moving equipment to their cons tfS~an
te
in McLean County near Underwood after the state health department iss
a~~ t
to construct a 900 megawatt electrical generating plant •.. The United
ai:n
ssociation, a landowner/environmental group opposing too swift developme,n~~~Mllllla&;e
state's coal reserves, has closed its Bismarck office
'
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